
“I am the District Maintenance Director 
for a 2500 student city school system 
in south central Ohio.  I was introduced 
to the KE2 Therm evaporator efficiency 
control by my rep from Progress Sup-
ply.  At the time, I had no need to make 
changes to my systems but I was in-
trigued about how the unit works and 
the potential energy savings.  

Not long after that, I developed a prob-
lem with a freezer that had been a strug-
gle for a long time.  It is an old unit (20+ 
yrs) and had been struggling to maintain 
set point and causing a lot of steam and 
ice build up inside the box.  I installed 
the new controller with the help of an 
experienced technician and within days I 
saw improvements.  The most significant 
being the reduction in defrost cycles.  
The mechanical defrost timer was set 
for 4 cycles per day at 40 min each.  28 
cycles per week – that’s just over 18 
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A prime example, of KE2 Therm’s growing momentum in the industry, was seen in early February at the National Association of 
Food Equipment Manufacturers (NAFEM) show in Orlando. 

Just two years ago, at the 2011 NAFEM 
show, KE2 Therm was represented with 
a controller in only one booth. This 
year KE2 Therm controllers were promi-
nently displayed on equipment in six 
OEM booths. One booth featured a large 
touch screen display of the controller’s 
web page.

The importance of product exposure at 
the NAFEM show can’t be overstated. 
Walking the aisles are representatives 
of some of the largest chain restaurants, 
hotels, institutions and  energy manage-
ment service providers. All looking for 
ways to cut cost, improve performance 
or save energy...things KE2 Therm tech-
nology is providing.

NAFEM Show Reveals KE2 Therm’s Growing Momentum
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Joe Dudley, of KE2 Therm, demonstrates the KE2 Evaporator Efficiency’s easy to use web page.

hours per week in defrost!  With the 
KE2 Therm EEC (KE2 Therm Evaporator 
Efficiency controller), it defrosts about 
3 times per week for about 20 minutes 
– a reduction of 17 hours per week!  
The energy savings alone is enough to 
offset the unit cost very quickly.  Add to 
that the benefit of a controller that can 
monitor the efficiency of the evaporator 
and control the indoor fans to maximize 
energy from the coil rather than wasting 
it and you have a powerful tool.

They also have available EEV (electronic 
expansion valve) units and auxiliary sen-
sors that connect simply to the control-
ler.  This allows the system to adjust ef-
ficiency on the fly and truly has worked 
a miracle in one of my units.  In the past 
year, I have outfitted 4 of my 5 walk-in 
freezer units with the KE2 Therm control-
ler and I’m actually installing the 5th one 
tomorrow!  

We have saved enough energy and rem-
edied so many little issues that I decided 
to install this last one BEFORE I have 
an issue.  With a simple Ethernet cable 
installed,  I can simply get online and 
look at how each freezer is running and 
get troubleshooting ideas before leav-
ing my desk!  Plus, it will send me an 
email if the box temperature exceeds a 
preset limit so I will never again face the 
thought of discarding food.  Fantastic 
product, unbelievable price.” 

Mark Tussing
District Maintenance Director
Washington Court House City Schools
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